
Spelling – 22.02.21 – 26.02.21 

These are our spelling words for the week: 

 

 

 

 

Here are the definitions to your class spellings: 

 

Spelling 
word 

Definition 

myth A false idea or belief OR a traditional story 

gym Somewhere people go to do physical exercise 

Egypt A country in northeast Africa 

pyramid A structure with square or triangular base and sloping sides 
that meet in a point at the top 

mystery Something that is difficult or impossible to understand or explain 

young Having lived or existed for only a short time 

touch Come into or be in contact with 

double Twice as much or as many 

trouble Difficulty or problems 

country A nation with its own government, occupying a particular 
territory 

 

 

Your class spellings this week follow two different rules:  

1. Words with ‘y’ in place of vowel making a short ‘i’ 

sound e.g. gym 

2. Words with ‘ou’ making a short ‘u’ sound e.g. trouble 

 

 



Task 1  

Highlight or underline the words below that match with either of these 

rules (some don’t!) Use two different colours – one for the first rule 

and a different colour for the second. (Answers at the bottom of the 

page). 

abyss thorough found fly rough 

syllable crypt courage mountain typical 

sky couple proud pound crying 

 

Task 2 – Practise your spellings 

If you’re struggling with these spellings, practise them by completing these 

activities for each of your spelling words: 

 

  

 

. 

 

 

If you’re confident with your spellings, complete these activities for each of 

your spelling words: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

If you can, ask someone to test you on your spelling words and continue to 

practise the ones you got wrong. You get 1 HP for each correctly spelt word! 

 

Rainbow Writing 

Write your words over 

and over, each time on 

top of the last but in a 

different colour to create 

a rainbow word 

Water wash 

Use a paintbrush 

and water to write 

your words outside 

on concrete or 

pavement 

1.abyss, syllable, crypt, typical 

2.thorough, rough, courage, couple,  


